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The Master Of Ragnarok Blesser Of Einherjar Volume 1
With the help of the legendary sword Ten Powers and his guide, the dog Plue, sixteen-year-old Haru Glory sets out to
find the five missing RAVE stones and stop the evil Demon Card society from destroying the world.
Yuuto and the Steel Clan have little time to celebrate their victory against the Silk Clan as the Flame Clan Army resumes
its advance. Once again, Fort Gashina is the center of the conflict. The Horn Clan Army under Rasmus attempts to hold
the fort in Yuuto’s absence. Can Yuuto, with his cheats, defeat the legendary Oda Nobunaga, one of history’s greatest
strategists, once and for all? The long-awaited Battle of Yggdrasil begins in this 17th volume!
Hárbarth has finally been defeated—though at the cost of Rífa’s life. Yuuto, now faced with the imminent destruction of
Yggdrasil, has no time to mourn and must move forward with his plans to save the continent’s people. As the new
þjóðann, he has issued a decree mandating that all patriarchs fall under his banner. However, Oda Nobunaga, patriarch
of the powerful Flame Clan, defiantly continues his march upon the Holy Capital... The epic battle between the two
summoned patriarchs is about to begin! Can Yuuto’s cheat abilities defeat the legendary warlord of old? The final
showdown between the two mighty leaders begins in this 15th volume!
Bidding farewell to the Land of Water, Satou and the others leave for Idanokan-the long-lost city of the dwarves-to find
the last remaining Ring Princess and finally obtain the power needed to vanquish the Abyss King. But time is of the
essence, as the moment of reckoning with Arnulus's ancient evil may come far sooner than anticipated. When all hope
seems lost, one brave soul prepares to make the ultimate sacrifice...
“Father, may I beg you for a favor?” It has been one month since the Panther Clan's invasion. Having repelled their army
and returned to the Wolf Clan capital victorious, Yuuto enjoys a few moments of respite in the early days of winter, thanks
to the warm kotatsu he's had specially prepared. But even times like these are far from uneventful. The twins Al and Kris
attend a school and quickly stir up trouble; Sigrún departs on a mission to put down bandits in the countryside and
encounters a new and powerful foe; and in the modern era, Mitsuki gains an unexpected clue to the mysteries of
Yggdrasil... It's the fifth volume of the story of fantasy and military conquest that's garnering more and more attention!
In their most monstrous case yet, Conan and his friends dress up as famous monsters for a murder mystery game set on
a creaky ghost ship. It’s an evening of spooky fun—until a real murder interrupts the game. Then it’s up to Jimmy Kudo to
figure out which rubber mask hides the face of a killer! But there’s more than one monster on the loose. Faced with
evidence that the Men in Black have discovered their real identities, Conan and Anita have only one hope: find the deadly
assassin Vermouth before she finds them. Can they unmask the Syndicate’s top mistress of disguise? -- VIZ Media
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The Princess of Monsters, her blood warrior Hiro, and the rest of the gang are still stuck in their nightmare, staggering
through time and space as if in a drunken stupor. A mysterious event takes place at a school in the dead of night. An evil
and hostile presence lurks in the shadows, wanting not only Hime and her gang, but all of us!
The Master of Ragnarok & Blesser of Einherjar: Volume 11J-Novel Club
Yuuto gets married?! And at last, the veil is lifted from the mystery of Yggdrasil!! Time flows onward in Yggdrasil, and it is the
height of summer. When Yuuto returns victoriously to his capital city of Gimlé, he is greeted by the fervent cheers of his citizens
and the smile of his beloved Mitsuki. With the Panther Clan defeated, there is a brief time of peace, but no shortage of issues: How
will Linnea fare against the rising food supply problems? What is the cause of Mitsuki’s spate of poor health? Elsewhere, the
patriarchs of the Flame Clan and the Lightning Clan meet in a fearsome clash!! The world itself reaches a key turning point in this
10th volume.
A Clash of Strengths; A Memory of Weakness Yuuto's war with the Lightning Clan comes to a head in a showdown at the river's
edge, but it's going to take every trick in his book to survive... can he keep not only his own head, but save those closest to him as
well? And how did he end up in this mess to begin with?
The Black Wolf versus the Wild Tiger!! The girl who suddenly appeared before Yuuto turns out to be none other than Sigrdrífa, the
reigning divine empress of the land of Yggdrasil. Equally shocking for Yuuto is the fact that she bears an uncanny, twin-like
resemblance to his childhood friend Mitsuki. As she is traveling incognito, Yuuto welcomes her to stay in the Wolf Clan palace for
the time being, and he soon learns information from her that may hold the key to his returning home to the modern era. But just as
Yuuto’s hopes are rising, the Lightning Clan attacks once again, led by the Battle-Hungry Tiger Steinþórr! Yuuto moves to
intercept them with a new clever scheme, but...?!
With his victory over the power of Fagrahvél's rune Gjallarhorn, the Call to War, Yuuto has forced the Anti-Steel Clan Alliance
Army into retreat. Even as the cheers ring out commemorating this magnificent achievement, he does not let up in the slightest.
With great decisiveness, Yuuto orders Sigrún and the Muspell Unit to pursue and destroy their chain of command. The young
conqueror continues on his grand campaign, with Yggdrasil's fate in the balance, in this 13th spectacular volume of the everpopular isekai fantasy series!
Yuuto and the Steel Clan seek to save the people of Yggdrasil, but they face their greatest obstacle in the form of the Flame
Clan’s Nobunaga, the would-be conqueror of the continent. As the two clans come to blows, Linnea holds off an assault from
Shiba, the Flame Clan’s greatest warrior, at the Wolf Clan capital of Iárnviðr. Faced with possibly the most powerful enemies it
has ever encountered, can the Steel Clan protect its people from the threat of the Flame Clan?! As the destruction of Yggdrasil
begins, the greatest battle in its history unfolds... Find out more in this 18th volume!
While Conan tries to prove that a corpse found deep in the woods was the victim of more than just a hunting accident, the Junior
Detective League gains a new member: a curious bear cub! Then Detective Moore's office is graced by a very traditional lady with
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very traditional--and very deadly--sword skills. And at a place called Mermaid Island, a woman is found hanged under a waterfall. It
seems the legendary mermaid's curse has struck again...unless Conan and Harley Hartwell can find an all-too-human culprit! -VIZ Media
Rentt Faina, a twenty-five-year-old adventurer, has been hacking away at monsters for a decade. However, without much talent
for the job, Rentt finds himself stuck hunting slimes and goblins for meager amounts of coin every day. Little does he know, all this
is about to change when he comes across a seemingly undiscovered path in the Water Moon Dungeon. What awaits him at the
end of the path, however, is neither treasure nor riches, but a legendary dragon that wastes no time swallowing him whole! Waking
up a short time later, Rentt finds himself not quite dead, but not very alive either— He is nothing more than a pile of bones! Armed
with nothing but his trusty sword, tool belt, and ghoulish new looks, Rentt sets off on his quest as a newly reborn skeleton to
achieve Existential Evolution, hoping to one day return to civilization with a more human form. Will Rentt succeed, or will the
dungeon consume him for the rest of his un-death...?
Recca's teammate Tokiya learns the horrible truth about his sister's murder while facing a nemesis whose choice of weapon is
beyond anything he imagined. In the ensuing battle, the usually cool-headed Tokiya finds himself fighting by the skin of his teeth! -VIZ Media

This spin-off of the bestselling Haruhi Suzumiya series takes place in the world of the "Disappearance" arc of the original
novels, focusing on the high school life (and romance!) of a tentative and bashful Yuki Nagato quite unlike the one you've
come to know and love through the usual exploits of the SOS Brigade...but no less charming!
Some urban legends are best left untested! Yuuto Suoh gets more than he bargained for when he joins his childhood
friend Mitsuki Shimoya in testing out an urban legend. When he uses his phone to take a picture of himself with the local
shrine's divine mirror, he is whisked off into another world -- one heavily steeped in the lore of the old Norse myths. Using
his knowledge gained from school and from his solar-powered smartphone, he has the chance to bring the Wolf Clan, the
same people who cared for him, to prominence, all while earning the adoration of a group of magic-wielding warrior
maidens known as the Einherjar.
From weakest to strongest: A loser rises to become a sovereign! As the patriarch of the Wolf Clan, Yuuto is now a figure
of undeniable power and authority. But the Yuuto who found himself transported to this world of Yggdrasil two years
earlier was nothing more than an immature boy. He grew as a person thanks to those around him, such as the warrior
maidens Felicia and Ingrid. And in particular, there was a reliable, older brother figure... In a world ruled by strength and
the law of the jungle, just how did Yuuto come to be the sovereign ruler of the Wolf Clan? At last, the story will be told:
The Master of Ragnarok's "Episode Zero"!
Long ago, Sunset Manor was the site of a gruesome massacre...and an unsolved mystery. Now six master detectives
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have been invited to the manor to play a deadly game hosted by Japan's greatest phantom thief. A lost treasure, an
impossible poisoning, a message in blood, ominous images of crows; it's all part of a puzzle not even the sleuths can
solve, especially after they start turning on each other. The only one who can win the game and stop the deaths from
piling up is the uninvited seventh detective: Conan! -- VIZ Media
An all-new manga series about dungeons, succubi and black magic! How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King is
a mature, dark fantasy series about one man's thirst for power and ambition to create the ultimate dungeon. Each volume
will include a full-color insert. At the end of his life, after decades of painstaking research, Aur has finally achieved his
dream of ascending to the role of Demon King. Using his newfound abilities, he summons an alluring succubus known as
Lilu to serve him, and immediately begins the task of creating a dungeon--an underground kingdom in his own vision,
filled with all manner of fantastical creatures. As he weaves the intricate and dangerous world of his dungeon, he'll learn
what it takes to become a true Demon King, with all the troubles, trials, and titillation that come with it. And his enemies
will cower in fear!
Poor Yuuto just can't get a break. He's got girls from every clan flinging themselves at him to establish an alliance, when
all he wants to do is get back to his one true love at home. Of course, it would be easier if rival clans weren't sending
spies and loudmouthed warriors his way as well...
Yuuto's new Nordic life isn't the Hygge-filled heaven he may have hoped for. The Wolf Clan face continued challenges
from outside, and a tenuous grasp on control by the benevolent, ageing patriarch within. As past memories resurface,
Yuuto finds that conquering the discomforts of his modern upbringing could be the source of salvation for everyone
involved - but can he turn that information into iron before the next battle begins?
Cheat versus cheat!! A showdown between Yuuto and his sworn brother! As Yuuto continues to introduce reforms for the
sake of the Wolf Clan’s future, he finally begins in earnest his search for a way back to Mitsuki in the modern era. When
he visits a hot springs for a bit of rest and relaxation, Jörgen launches “Operation: Make Him Stay With a Honey Trap!”
Yuuto is momentarily shaken, but maintains his firm resolve. But then the nomadic Panther Clan chooses that time to
invade his clan’s sister nation, the Horn Clan. And leading the Panther Clan is the man who fled the Wolf Clan one year
earlier: Yuuto's sworn older brother, Loptr! Will the conflicted Yuuto be able to raise an army against his family?!
Enough is enough! Yuuto knows drastic actions are necessary to save the Wolf Clan from destruction - but can he convert enough
people to his side in time?
An all-new manga series about dungeons, succubi, and black magic! How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King is a
mature, dark fantasy series about one man’s thirst for power and ambition to create the ultimate dungeon. At the end of his life,
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after decades of painstaking research, Aur has finally achieved his dream of ascending to the role of Demon King. Using his
newfound abilities, he summons an alluring succubus known as Lilu to serve him and immediately begins the task of creating a
dungeon—an underground kingdom in his own vision filled with all manner of fantastical creatures. As he weaves the intricate and
dangerous world of his dungeon, he’ll learn what it takes to become a true Demon King with all the troubles, trials, and titillation
that come with it. And his enemies will cower in fear!
Some urban legends are best left untested! Yuuto Suoh gets more than he bargained for when he joins his childhood friend
Mitsuki Shimoya in testing out an urban legend. When he uses his phone to take a picture of himself with the local shrine’s divine
mirror, he is whisked off into another world – one heavily steeped in the lore of the old Norse myths. Using his knowledge gained
from school and from his solar-powered smartphone, he has the chance to bring the Wolf Clan, the same people who cared for
him, to prominence, all while earning the adoration of a group of magic-wielding warrior maidens known as the Einherjar.
Yuuto has forced the Flame Clan, led by the legendary Oda Nobunaga, to call off their assault of the Holy Capital and make their
retreat, though not without him suffering a painful loss—the death of his trusted general and friend, Skáviðr. Driven by his burning
desire to save the people of Yggdrasil from their impending doom, Yuuto moves his forces eastward. However, in the eastern
lands of Jötunheimr lies the powerful Silk Clan, overseen by its beautiful but tyrannical leader, Empress Utgarda, who rules
through a combination of fear and cunning. Yuuto enacts his will upon the entire continent of Yggdrasil in this 16th volume of the
long-running hit fantasy series!
How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King is a mature, dark fantasy series about one man’s thirst for power and ambition
to create the ultimate dungeon. At the end of his life, after decades of painstaking research, Aur has finally achieved his dream of
ascending to the role of Demon King. Using his newfound abilities, he summons an alluring succubus known as Lilu to serve him,
and immediately begins the task of creating a dungeon--an underground kingdom in his own vision, filled with all manner of
fantastical creatures. As he weaves the intricate and dangerous world of his dungeon, he’ll learn what it takes to become a true
Demon King, with all the troubles, trials, and titillation that come with it. And his enemies will cower in fear!
The People's Revolution has begun! By presenting themselves as angels, with Akatsuki the magician as their god, the High School
Prodigies have been steadily winning over the people and growing their new democracy. While Tsukasa believes the tyrannical
empire won't make a move until spring, he's proven wrong when Duke Oslo el Gustav launches a seemingly unstoppable magic
attack on Dormundt City. With Shinobu taken hostage behind enemy lines, the seven extraordinary teenagers from Earth will need
to pull off a miracle just to survive!
Mitsuki goes to Yggdrasil alone?! In order to protect his new family, the Wolf Clan, Yuuto has decided to return to Yggdrasil with
Mitsuki, now his sworn partner for life. The two of them manage to deliver the news to their respective families, and at last the
night of the summoning ritual arrives. However, something strange and unexpected occurs! Due to interference by Sigyn, the
Panther Clan's master of magical arts, Mitsuki is sent to Yggdrasil by herself. The two lovers are once again separated across time
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and space; what fate awaits them?
Having defeated the Anti-Steel Clan Alliance Army and freed Rífa from the clutches of Hárbarth, Yuuto immediately advances
upon the Holy Capital of Glaðsheimr without regard for his army’s fatigue. For Yuuto, who has foreseen the complete destruction
of Yggdrasil, marrying Rífa and gaining the title of þjóðann are things he must do at any cost. However, awaiting him there is a
man who has not yet given up on his long-held ambitions. How will it all end? Find out in this shocking 14th volume of the everpopular isekai fantasy series!
The great earthquake continues to wreak havoc upon the battlefields of Yggdrasil. Witnessing the collapse of the Gjallarbrú
Fortress, Nobunaga wastes no time ordering a full assault, forcing the Steel Clan to fight a perilous retreating battle. Meanwhile,
Sigrún, swept away by the surging waters of the Körmt River, finds herself forced into a deadly duel with Shiba, the mighty general
who had defeated her just months earlier. Faced with their greatest threat to date, can Yuuto find a path to survival for the Steel
Clan?!
At last, Yuuto returns to the modern world. What fate awaits the Wolf Clan without its leader?! Due to Sigyn’s spell, Yuuto
suddenly finds himself returned to the modern world he came from. Though he is joyous to reunite with the woman he loves most,
his childhood friend Mitsuki, he is also fraught with worry over the “family” he left behind in Yggdrasil. Meanwhile, the Wolf Clan
army falls into turmoil with Yuuto’s disappearance. As their enemy the Panther Clan takes advantage of this to launch a great
assault, Felicia and the others confront them desperately, resolved to do-or-die! The time has come for Yuuto to make his most
important decision in this 7th volume!!
Strategy versus power: The showdown with Steinþórr and the Lightning Clan approaches! Yuuto has finally come clean with
Linnea about why he can’t marry her. But just as it seems they’ve reached an understanding, troubling new information arrives:
The Lightning Clan is preparing to launch an invasion! Steinþórr’s army is fierce, and the man himself possesses monstrous
inhuman strength. Yuuto has reliable allies like Sigrún and Skáviðr, and he has his “cheats” — tactics and technology he copied
from future history. But will that be enough for the Wolf Clan to prevail against a foe said to be invincible?
Following the decree of an imperial subjugation order against the Steel Clan, five major clans have joined together in an
unprecedented military alliance. Fagrahvél, patriarch of the Sword Clan, commands the army invading from the east, and his
forces total a staggering thirty thousand! With sheer numbers that outstrip even those of the Steel Clan, as well as a number of
powerful einherjar fighting in his ranks, Fagrahvél attacks the eastern border fortress at Dauwe. Meanwhile, Yuuto is still in the
middle of returning from Lightning Clan territory in the southwest... Faced with an invasion on a scale the likes of which he’s never
faced before, can Yuuto come up with a strategy that will break through this crisis?! The popular isekai fantasy novel series
continues in this battle-packed 12th volume!
In the midst of Yuuto and Mitsuki’s wedding ceremony, everyone is shocked to learn of a new imperial decree, a subjugation
order, declared under Divine Empress Rífa’s name, calling for the Steel Clan’s complete destruction. As unease spreads
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throughout Yuuto’s allied clans, Sword Clan patriarch Fagrahvél is steadily preparing his forces to surround and invade them from
all sides. How will Yuuto manage to overcome an alliance led by the empire’s strongest? The oncoming drumbeats of war echo
throughout the land once more in this eleventh volume!
Can Detective Conan crack the case…while trapped in a kid’s body? Jimmy Kudo, the son of a world-renowned mystery writer, is a
high school detective who has cracked the most baffling of cases. One day while on a date with his childhood friend Rachel
Moore, Jimmy observes a pair of men in black involved in some shady business. The men capture Jimmy and give him a
poisonous substance to rub out their witness. But instead of killing him, it turns him into a little kid! Jimmy takes on the pseudonym
Conan Edogawa and continues to solve all the difficult cases that come his way. All the while, he's looking for the men in black and
the mysterious organization they're with in order to find a cure for his miniature malady. Jimmy, Rachel and Richard take a
vacation aboard a cruise ship, but little do they know that the patriarch of the wealthy Hatamoto family is about to be murdered.
With the perpetrator still aboard ship can you figure out whodunit before Conan does!?
With Yuuto back in Yggdrasil, now it’s his turn to retaliate! At last, our hero has returned to Yggdrasil. Having turned Steinþórr’s
army away with his “Empty Fortress” strategy, Yuuto sets out to attack and drive off the invading Panther Clan immediately. “I
can’t afford to dawdle at a time like this.” Back from Japan with new tools and tactics in hand, it’s time for Yuuto to raise the
banner of counterattack, in this intense whirlwind of a ninth volume!!
In the year 2043, Infinite Dendrogram, the world's first successful full-dive VRMMO was released. In addition to its ability to
perfectly simulate the five senses, along with its many other amazing features, the game promised to offer players a world full of
infinite possibilities. Nearly two years later, soon-to-be college freshman, Reiji Mukudori, is finally able to buy a copy of the game
and start playing. With some help from his experienced older brother, Shu, and his partner Embryo, Reiji embarks on an adventure
into the world of Infinite Dendrogram. Just what will he discover and encounter in this game world known for its incredible realism
and infinite possibilities?
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